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PRESS RELEASE 

Omnispace and Nelco Announce Strategic Partnership  

Companies Collaborate to Expand the Reach of 5G throughout India and South Asia 

TYSONS, VA., UNITED STATES and MUMBAI, INDIA – March 23, 2022 – Omnispace, the 
company reinventing mobile communications, and Nelco Limited, a TATA Group company and a 
leading satellite communication service provider in India, today announced a strategic cooperation 
agreement to enable and distribute 5G non-terrestrial network (NTN), direct-to-device satellite services. 
The collaborative effort will expand the reach of 5G using satellite communication throughout India and 
South Asia. 

Nelco provides satcom services to enterprise customers for business-critical applications across 
many industry segments, including Aero IFC and Maritime communication. This strategic 
agreement with Omnispace will focus on enabling the use of 5G direct-to-device communications using, 
Omnispace’s global NGSO satellite network across various market segments. The Omnispace network 
will deliver IoT-based solutions and a seamless mobile connectivity experience beyond the boundaries of 
existing mobile networks. 

“We are excited to be working with Nelco, a proven innovator which shares our vision, to deliver for 
the first-time, game-changing solutions for enterprise customers in India through the power of ubiquitous, 
global 5G communications,” said Jay Yass, Chief Corporate Development Officer, Omnispace. “Together 
with Nelco, we are working to deliver reliable mobile connectivity solutions to enhance growth and 
innovation across the industries and regions it serves.” 

This agreement with Omnispace allows Nelco to expand its services by including 5G satellite direct-to-
device connectivity solutions to its portfolio of satcom services for serving existing and new customers 
across South Asia, using the world’s first global 5G NTN network.   

“This is truly an exciting time in technology innovation for us and our customers. We look forward to 
working with Omnispace, to provide our customers the power of cutting-edge 5G global connectivity 
solutions including satellite IoT,” said P J Nath, Managing Director & CEO, Nelco. "We believe that 5G 
NTN satellite network can bring transformational capability for our customers by enabling 3GPP 
compliant connectivity solutions across all regions & terrains.” 

Omnispace is establishing the world’s first truly global hybrid, mobile network. The Omnispace 
global network will be based on 3GPP 5G NTN standards, offering seamless interoperability across 
cellular and satellite networks, delivering the power of 5G to any compatible device.  

About Omnispace, LLC 
Headquartered in the Washington D.C. area, and founded by veteran telecommunications and 
satellite industry executives, Omnispace is redefining mobile connectivity for the 21st century. By 
leveraging 5G technologies, the company is combining the global footprint of a non-geostationary 
satellite constellation with the mobile networks of the world’s leading telecom companies to bring an 
interoperable “one network” connectivity to users and IoT devices anywhere on the globe.  

Learn more at: Omnispace.com and follow on LinkedIn or Twitter @omnispace. 

http://www.omnispace.com/
https://www.nelco.in/
https://omnispace.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/omnispace/about/
http://twitter.com/omnispace
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About Nelco  
 
Nelco Ltd, a part of the $106 bn Tata Group, is a leading Satellite Communication Service Provider in India, 
providing highly reliable data connectivity solutions across the country mainly for the Enterprise sector as 
well as for Aero IFC and Maritime. The Company has the necessary licenses for offering Satcom services in 
the country including the In-flight & Maritime Communication (IFMC) services. Nelco continuously strives in 
adopting wide ranging and latest Satcom technologies to build world-class infrastructure and services for 
catering to the varied needs of its customers. 
 
Nelco is listed on BSE and NSE in India. Learn more at www.nelco.in and follow on LinkedIn or Twitter 
@NelcoIndia. 
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